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Abstract. Personalization, information filtering and recommendation
are key techniques helping online-customers to orientate themselves in
e-commerce environments. Similarity is an important underlying concept
for the above techniques. Depending on the representation mechanism
of information items different similarity approaches have been estab-
lished in the fields of information retrieval and case-based reasoning.
However, many times product descriptions consist of both, structured
attribute value pairs and free-text descriptions. Therefore, we present
a hybrid similarity approach from information retrieval and case-based
recommendation systems and enrich it with additional knowledge-based
concepts like threshold values and explanations. Furthermore, we imple-
mented our hybrid similarity concept in a service component and give
evaluation results for the e-tourism domain.

1 Introduction

Browsing assistance, recommendation and personalization are key char-
acteristics of e-commerce sites to reduce the information overload of
users. Implementations of such sales support functionalities base fun-
damentally on the concept of similarity. Instance-based browsing allows
users to retrieve similar items or items that are in principle compara-
ble to a reference instance but should be different with respect to some
specific features [1–3], i.e. tweaking & critiquing.
Recommendation applications differentiate themselves by the amount
and form of knowledge they require about the product domain and the
user situation[4–6]. Pure collaborative filtering approaches require no
knowledge about the product domain at all. Items are solely described
by an unique identifier, while extensive preference information repre-
sented by user/item ratings is required. Recommendations for a spe-
cific user are computed by determining his neighborhood of other users
based on similar ratings and those items are proposed that his nearest
neighbors liked. Contrastingly, content-based approaches build on data-
intensive product representations, such as full-text documents or Web
pages [7]. Characterizing terms from preferred document instances are
used to build a user model. The further retrieval is guided by the sim-
ilarity between the user model and candidate instances. Case-based [8,
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9] and knowledge-based [10, 11] recommender systems assume structured
product representations such as attribute-value pairs. Both approaches
support value elicitation for user interaction. In case-based recommen-
dation the product item most similar to the ideal case according to the
explicit input of user preferences is presented. Whilst, knowledge-based
recommenders possess explicit domain knowledge that maps subjective
user requirements onto technical item characteristics[11]. This deep do-
main knowledge allows to propose product instances due to some form
of business rules or constraints.
However, in application domains like e-tourism, consumer electronics or
real estates such a dependency between recommendation technique and
item representation is too restrictive. Typically items are semi-structured
as they are represented by features as well as full-text descriptions, e.g.
facilities and descriptions of a hotel or technical features and free text
information about accessories of a digital camera model.
Therefore, we propose an hybrid similarity measure that encompasses
similarity measures from case-based recommendation and content-based
document filtering to support semi-structured item representations. Fur-
thermore, we employ positive and negative preferences for full-text re-
trieval and enrich the approach with techniques from knowledge-based
advisory. We add threshold values on the level of feature-similarity to
explicitly model non-similarity and add explanatory facilities.
For practical applicability we developed an editor environment that en-
sures easy setup and maintainability. We choose the domain of e-tourism
for demonstration and conducted several experimental evaluations. The
paper is organized as follows: First we discuss different similarity con-
cepts and related work in Section 2. In Section 3 we present our hybrid
similarity measure. We continue by sketching our prototype and present
results from an experimental evaluation in the domain of e-tourism. Fi-
nally we conclude and give an outlook on future work.

2 Related work

Case-based recommendation [8] is a similarity-based retrieval of ob-
jects based on user preferences and product descriptions. There exists
a large body of research on how to define similarity between entities
and how it can be measured. Osborne and Bridge [12, 13] distinguished
similarity metrics according to their return type. When computing the
similarity between a reference or query case and a set of cases, absolute
or nominal similarity measures return a symbol for each case from an
alphabet such as boolean values. Relative or ordinal similarity measures
produce a lattice that represents a partial ordering of cases. Typically,
several atomic similarity measures on different features can be combined
by specific composition metrics [13, 14]. However, defining knowledgeable
composition operators is an effort-intensive task.
Cardinal similarity measures produce numeric similarity values that at
first sight can be combined more easily by standard arithmetic opera-
tors like +, − or ×. But numeric similarity values need to be chosen
carefully to ensure a correct interpretation. Nevertheless, case-based rec-
ommendation systems [8] rely on weighted sum approaches for cardinal
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similarity metrics as their setup and definition resembles widely known
multi-attribute utility schemes.

Tweaking & critiquing is a browsing assistance mechanism that like
case- and knowledge-based recommender systems also builds on struc-
tured item representations [2, 15]. Users may formulate a critique con-
cerning some of the feature values of a specific product instance c and
the system returns several other product instances that fulfill the critique
but are also similar to c. Newer work in this field proposes that returned
items should be in addition very dissimilar towards each other [16]. Stahl
[17] enhances the utility-oriented matching of a similarity-based recom-
mendation strategy by learning from past cases. The Wasabi Personal
Shopper [18] experimented with full-text wine descriptions and extracted
explicit features such as sweetness or tastiness, but similarity itself is still
computed on the structured case representation.

Text analysis and automatic feature selection is an important issue in the
information retrieval community. There, many types of feature selection
algorithms implying different computing complexities were proposed [19],
e.g. based on stop words lists, minimum frequency, stemming and/or la-
tent semantic indexing. Content-based filtering systems employ these
techniques and learn the information seeking behavior of users by build-
ing models from preferred documents [7]. They represent documents,
i.e. full-text information items, as vectors of stemmed terms. The term
frequency - inverse document frequency (TFIDF) algorithm [20] for in-
stance counts the occurrences of a term within a document and divides
it by the frequency of the term throughout all indexed documents. This
ensures that term occurrences with high discriminating power among all
documents are reinforced. Furthermore, frequency numbers are typically
normalized to eliminate the influence of document length. Although this
information retrieval technique on natural language texts is quite sim-
plistic it yields surprisingly good results compared with more complex
natural language representations [21]. One of the basic assumption un-
derlying TFIDF algorithms is that term occurrences are uncorrelated.
Therefore, improvements of the algorithms take the neighborhood of
terms into account and use probabilistic reasoning [22].

3 Hybrid similarity approach

Products and services offered over the Web are many times represented
in a semi-structured form, therefore the computation of item similar-
ity needs to take their full-text descriptions as well as their structured
features into account. Here, we present a generic framework for the defi-
nition, maintenance and computation of similarity values between items
that encompasses both technical approaches case-based similarity as well
as document retrieval techniques from content-based filtering. Further-
more, we complement the approach with concepts from knowledge-based
systems such as domain dependent threshold definitions and explanatory
hints. We start by giving a small example.
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3.1 Example

Our example is from the domain of accommodations, where simdesc

is a content-based measure for full-text descriptions while simloc and
simprice are functions on location and price similarity respectively.
case description location price

c1 Our farm is the ideal place for families and
people looking for peace and recreation

as well as for hikers and biking enthusiasts.
We are located on a hilltop.

out in the open 28

c2 Our farm provides unforgettable views
on the lake and the mountains. Further-
more, we offer organic produce and relax-
ing wellness (sauna, solarium).

out in the open;
by a mountain;
near golf course;
near airport

40

c3 Spend unforgettable days in our em-
peror villa in the outskirts of Vienna. You
may want to discover the city or enjoy
our wellness and recreational facilities
like sauna, jacuzzi or gym. Our restaurant
serves traditional and international food as
well as organic farm produce.

near town cen-
ter; near golf
course; near
airport

85

For computing textual similarities we highlighted keywords in typewriter

font. Note that words appearing only in a single description, e.g. jacuzzi,
and those appearing in all descriptions, e.g. farm, are of no use for com-
puting document vectors. Therefore, we get the following vector space:

keyword c1 c2 c3

recreation 1 0 1
unforgettable 0 1 1
organic 0 1 1
produce 0 1 1
wellness 0 1 1
sauna 0 1 1

We compute simdesc using cosine between document vectors as given in
[20]. We define similarity of location simloc using Dice coefficient [23],
where twice the number of similar entries in both cases is divided by the

sum of entries in each case: simloc(ci, cj) =
2×|ci∩cj |
|ci|+|cj |

Furthermore, we choose a symmetric function for simprice that relates
the distance of prices to the average price of both cases, i.e.

sims(ci, cj) = 1− 2×abs(ci−cj)

(ci+cj)

The resulting similarities for simdesc, simloc and simprice are therefore
as follows:

simdesc(c1, c2) = 0 simloc(c1, c2) = 0.4 simprice(c1, c2) = 0.65
simdesc(c1, c3) = 0.38 simloc(c1, c3) = 0 simprice(c1, c3) = 0
simdesc(c2, c3) = 0.91 simloc(c2, c3) = 0.57 simprice(c2, c3) = 0.28

When we now query for a similar case for c2 we will retrieve either c3 or
c1 as the closest one, depending on the weighting scheme for combining
the atomic similarities for the three features.
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3.2 Knowledge-based similarity

As a first step we generalize the similarity definition for case-based recom-
mendation given in [8] by defining the similarity between a query item q
and a case c as the weighted sum of m similarity functions simdj (qdj , cdj ),
where qdj resp. cdj are feature sets of q and c. Content-based similarity
computations are integrated as specific similarity functions on full-text
attributes like sketched in the example.

sim(q, c) =

∑m

j=1
wj × simdj (qdj , cdj )∑m

j=1
wj

(1)

Thus, abstracting from similarity functions on the feature level to sim-
ilarity functions at the level of feature sets enhances the expressivity of
similarity definitions. For instance multi-valued similarity functions can
be computed on flat data structures, e.g. boolean attributes that each
encode the availability of a single facility, or text indexing functions can
work on combined sets of textual descriptions.
In addition we introduce a threshold value for each similarity definition
that can be understood as a knock-out criteria. This way domain experts
are enabled to explicitly exclude cases from being considered similar to
some query. For instance if cases whose price differs more than 50% from
the compared price should be considered dissimilar the threshold value
needs to be set to 1/3.
Formally, we define a knowledge-based similarity between case c and
query q as follows:

SimKB(q, c) =





0 : sim(q, c) < t
0 :

∨m

j=1
(simdj (qdj , cdj ) < tdj )

Sim(q, c) : else

(2)

If the computed similarity at any feature dimension violates threshold
tdj or the overall similarity falls below threshold t the knowledge-based
similarity between q and c is set to zero. This way, domain experts can
explicitly define non-similarity and exclude unintended results.
Explanations are another concept from knowledge-based approaches
that we add to our similarity framework. Acceptance of a system in-
creases and users develop more trust if they are explained why an item
is proposed to them.
For each feature dimension dj , i.e. similarity function, two explanation
texts pexdj and nexdj can be formulated by the domain expert. The pos-
itively formulated one applies if the computed similarity value reaches
a specific positive threshold tpexdj

. Consequently, the negatively formu-

lated explanation text applies only in case the similarity on dimension
dj falls below threshold value tnexdj

.

PEx(q, c) = {pexdj |simdj (q, c) ≥ tpexdj
}

NEx(q, c) = {nexdj |simdj (q, c) ≤ tnexdj
}

Therefore, the similarity between query item q and c is explained by the
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union of all positively and negatively formulated explanation texts that
apply. If the overall similarity is computed to be zero, then no explana-
tions need to be given.

ExSimKB(q, c)=

{
∅ : SimKB(q, c) = 0
PEx(q, c)∪NEx(q, c) :else

(3)

Later on, a user interface component can provide an explanation button
for each proposed item that delivers explanations like The River Inn
offers facilities comparable to the Oceanside Hotel. Prices are about the
same range. However, it is not that close to the beach. Placeholders allow
more lively formulations such as referring to the name of the proposed
or the query item. Furthermore, the domain expert has the possibility
to define an order on the different explanatory strings to make sure that
they are intuitively combined.

3.3 Text similarity

In classic content-based filtering applications, where webpages or docu-
ments are recommended, similarity between items is in most cases based
on preferred occurrences of keywords, i.e. if a user likes some documents,
other documents are proposed that contain characteristic terms from
his/her preferred documents. In application domains like email or web-
page filtering a model of negative preferences is built from characterizing
terms to create spam filters [24].
In the domain of product and service recommendation we propose to use
both positive and negative user preferences to determine the similarity
between full-text descriptions.

Descriptions of products and services must be seen more technical than
news documents or Web pages, as they are typically using a limited set
of domain specific terms. They deliver consistent and precise descrip-
tions of the product or service that catch the attention of users within
stringent space limitations (∼ a few hundred characters). Furthermore,
the assumption that what is not described is also not available holds
empirically most of the time. I.e. a hotel that is situated close to a lake
or offers wellness facilities will not conceal these facts to its potential
customers. Therefore, if a term occurs in a document that is missing in
the reference document a negative weight, i.e. a negative preference is
applied.

4 Implementation

We implemented the presented techniques in a service component for
B2C applications, which means it is a technical module that offers a
Java API. It can be used by a shop software to realize a show me similar
items type of functionality. Furthermore, we can employ the similarity
framework to build more sophisticated recommendation services on top
of it, e.g. tweaking critiquing applications or to build a user model from
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item characteristics preferred by the user in the past. We give an ar-
chitectural overview, discuss the implementation of additional similarity
measures and finally sketch the editor environment, that ensures a com-
fortable way of maintenance.

The system‘s overall design is based on an extensible component based
architecture using the Hivemind1 open source framework for component
registration. It is part of a to-be-commercialized bunch of service compo-
nents for developing interactive selling applications. Given a query item,
the API returns similar items upon request that are in addition justified
by an explanatory expression.

Following the generic framework approach, the system can be easily ex-
tended with additional similarity functions as long as their implementa-
tion follows the interface definition. The analysis of full-text descriptions
is based on the open-source indexing engine Lucene, an open source
project implementing a high performance text indexing and search en-
gine 2. It is the most commonly used open source IR library with a very
active user and developer community [25].

For reasons of runtime efficiency, similarities between cases are pre-
computed on a regular basis. At runtime, values are only retrieved from
the database and no computation needs to take place. Weights between
similarity functions are dynamically adapted based on user preferences.
Therefore also similarities between feature sets, i.e. the results of the
different similarity functions, can be stored.

Each similarity function implementation applies a scale of evaluated
data, i.e. nominal, ordinal, numeric or full-text. Similarity between nom-
inally and ordinal scaled features must be modeled explicitly by a do-
main expert, i.e. he/she can enter appropriate similarities into a matrix
of possible feature values. For numeric features several functions, e.g.
fuzzy measures or step functions are implemented. Full-text similarity
values are computed using positive and negative preferences.

Knowledge acquisition and maintenance of a knowledge-based system
are crucial for its effective use. Our similarity framework is part of a
comprehensive suite for interactive selling applications. Therefore, the
definition and configuration of similarity functions is fully supported by
an editor environment based on the Eclipse Rich Client Platform. The
domain expert can graphically select a set of features of a data object and
associate them with a similarity function. Furthermore, threshold values
and explanatory texts can be edited and a default weighting scheme
defined. Within a separate testing screen, the domain expert can choose
a case and query for similar items and analyze the result for plausibility.

5 Evaluation

Although a hybrid item similarity concept is advantageous from the point
of expressivity alone, we also empirically evaluated two of the presented

1 See http://jakarta.apache.org/hivemind for reference.
2 see http://lucene.apache.org
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concepts by instrumenting experiments with data from the tourism do-
main. The data set consisted of 2127 hotels, guesthouses, farms and B&B
accommodation opportunities.
In the first experiment, we compared the effectiveness of using posi-
tive and negative preferences for the computation of textual similarities
between hotel descriptions. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of pos-
itive and negative preferences in text similarity, we created an online
questionnaire with one random query document Dq and three reference
documents D1, . . . , D3 containing the full-text description of an accom-
modation. Each of the three reference items was computed using a dif-
ferent algorithm:

– positive and negative preferences algpos/neg, where terms occurring
in both documents were multiplied with a standard factor 1 and
terms that did not occur in the query document were punished with
a weighting factor of −0.3.

– only positive preferences algpos,
– random selection algorithm algrandom within the same accommoda-

tion category.
63 persons participated in the experiment and had to rate which of the
three reference items in their opinion matched best with the query item.
We also stored timestamp information with each submitted answer, so
we could eliminate answers that did not allow themselves time for read-
ing the accommodation descriptions. So we considered the answers of 55
participants for final evaluation: Around 51% of all answers indicated
that the document retrieved by algpos/neg matches the query document
best. 35% rated the resulting documents from algpos highest and remain-
ing 14% supported algrandom. Due to the nature of the experiment, i.e.
the collection of the subjective opinion of the users, the preference ran-
dom selection algorithm can be understood. Concluding, algpos/neg was
recommending items that had a more concise textual description of ap-
proximatively the same size as the query item while algpos has a tendency
for longer documents that have a higher chance of containing most of the
queried keywords. Although the experiment has a rather small sample
size it nevertheless suggests that algpos/neg significantly improves the
retrieval results for product and service descriptions.
In the second experiment, we measured the performance of a hybrid
similarity concept vs. pure content-based text similarity and structured
item similarity.
The online questionnaire contained a semi-structured query item and
again three reference items, that where computed according to the fol-
lowing three algorithms:

– hybrid similarity definition alghybrid, where text similarity was weighted
30% and all structured features like category, price or facilities 70%

– alone text similarity with positive and negative preferences algpos/neg

– pure similarity of structured features algstruct.
This time, the 75 participants had to rank the three alternatives. The
results of the second experiment confirmed our hypothesis that a hybrid
similarity concept matches best to the concept of similarity users have
in 50% of all answers rated the proposals of alghybrid best, while 18%
preferred algpos/neg and 31% supported algstruct.
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6 Conclusions

Computing the similarity between items is an essential functionality for
recommendation applications in e-commerce, either to show similar items
to users upon their explicit request or as an underlying capability for im-
plementing tweaking critiquing systems as well as for building up user
models. In many domains (e.g. e-tourism, consumer electronics or real es-
tate) the offered products and services are represented by semi-structured
information, i.e. a set of features and full-text descriptions. Up to now
recommender systems have been either using document retrieval tech-
niques or computed weighted sums of similarity functions on a structured
feature representation. Our contribution is a hybrid framework for com-
puting item similarity, that encompasses existing work on case-based
recommendation and content-based filtering systems. Furthermore, we
innovated weighted sum measures by adding knowledge concepts like
threshold values, explanations and maintenance facilities. We conducted
an experimental evaluation and implemented our framework as part of
a suite of services for developing interactive selling applications.
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